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Across

1 Just avoided defeat as ringer 
prevented goal-scoring? 
(5,2,3,4)

10 Sweaty Chinese President 
stupid to return (5)

11 Time to be going, if this is 
what you're doing with your 
thumbs? (9)

12 Back part to defend or 
secure (7)

13 Doubting Simon starts to 
have reaction with mushroom 
(7)

14 Last remaining piece of 
dereliction (5)

16 This country's surrounded 
by foul chlorine haze of 
several hues (9)

19 Happy George misses PE, 
involved in another lesson (9)

20 Yacht begins to change 

direction before getting 
slightly sticky (5)

22 Marine child's tempers (7)

25 Draws on English 
parliamentarian's evidence of 
drinking bouts? (7)

27 Strikingly-topped ditch 
cleared out with dry grass 
surrounding (3-6)

28 Attack backed, for 
example, points regularly 
awarded to British Eurovision 
song (5)

29 Grumpily showing lousy 
mess on tin ship (14)

Down

2 In the middle of the 
clearing, angry, sick, old scaly 
creature (9)

3 Duck I leave for large tree 
(5)

4 Top of calyx in flatter 
flower (9)

5 Journeys would be nonsense 
if direction were changed (5)

6 Leeds turn round the final 
score (3,6)

7 Eastern group capture 
current novelist (5)

8 Reasonable food for 
slimmers consumed by 
soldier? Quite the opposite 
(7)

9 Poem about horse with 
alligator skin - I don't think 
that works! (2,4)

15 Type of dating Ms Palmer-
Tomkinson has no time for -
it's saucy (9)

17 Editorial about Scottish 
town preacher (3,6)

18 Refined oil, in fact, is 
imaginary (9)

19 Clever thing to do with 
CO2 possibly short of band to 
restrict intake (7)

21 Agreements being partially 
overturned displeases 
Seychelles (6)

23 Type of boat port keeps for 
poet (5)

24 Peculiar culture talk 
finishes after quiet film (5)

26 Hot Asian item under 
pressure regularly in big 
league (5)


